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Accurate color and high-quality  
output from anywhere 



Keep Your Business Agile
 � Optimize device settings at home
 �  Create embellished applications
 �  Implement color analytics solutions 
 �  Minimize wasted materials

 �  Increase equipment availability 
 �  Achieve operational excellence
 �  Keep margins as high as possible
 � Enhance team productivity

Color Management for  
the Age of Working From Home
Ricoh’s Remote Color Management Services help commercial printers, in-plants, ad agencies, design firms and 
other organizations that need to deliver superior products while working remotely. Some or all of your team 
may be offsite, but your clients still require spot-on color — and your business has to stay efficient to maintain 
profitability. With flexible services for on-site or home offices, Ricoh experts can fill staffing and skill gaps.

Remote Color GAP Analysis
This service provides an in-depth analysis of the strengths and weaknesses in your workflows, equipment and 
solutions. A survey is followed by a one-hour phone consultation with an expert that includes a discussion of 
workflow best practices and recommendations for improved processes. 

Remote Profiling Application Training
For CGS Oris Lynx/Evaluate, EFI® Color Profiler Suite and X-Rite® i1Profiler.

Set up workflows to achieve maximum color, optimize ink usage, match printers and industry specifications and more.  
Training encompasses setup and installation, Color Management Fundamentals, the creation of printer and monitor 
profiles, workflow setup and color verification processes. 

Remote 5C Color Challenge
Calibrate your printer for precise colors with the help of a color expert. A Ricoh specialist will analyze test output 
from your printers, provide an in-depth consultation on printer performance, and leave you with feedback and 
recommended settings based on industry standards. 

Remote Home Office Optimization 
Offered in a Basic and Professional version, Remote Home Office Optimization adjusts home offices for maximum 
productivity, professional appearance, ergonomic comfort and color accuracy.

 � Consultation on establishing and achieving work-from-home guidelines

 � Physical workplace evaluation and ergonomic assessment (via video or photo)

 � Recommendations for professional appearance during video and audio collaboration

 � Monitor calibration and desktop printer settings evaluation Professional 

 � Lighting evaluation with Pantone® Swatch book Professional 

 � Advanced monitor calibration with X-Rite® colorimeter Professional 

 � Color management optimization in Adobe® applications Professional



Remote Color Coaching Services
Ten-week programs provide guidance and accountability, whether you want to implement color management  
solutions, seize new business opportunities or take color management to the next level. 

Design for Print
Adobe® applications

 � Color Management Fundamentals 
 � Recommendations for print-oriented design  

and optimization of design applications
 � Hands-on review of customer print jobs 

Print Verification Tools
CGS Evaluate or EFI® ColorGuard™

 � Software implementation 
 � Ongoing color verification
 � Interpretation of measurement results
 � Countermeasures for out-of-tolerance devices

Special Effects Printing
Adobe applications and/or Color-Logic® and Touch7

 � Expert instruction on embellishment and  
designing beyond CMYK

 � Ongoing review of customer print jobs
 � Guidance on job cost estimation

Holistic Color Management
Any application. Any device.

 � Color Management Fundamentals 
 � Implementation of holistic color management principles 

and ongoing optimization of procedures
 � For the entire business, including marketing,  

design, prepress, production and sales

Remote G7® Services
Achieve visually pleasing results and meet industry standards (e.g., GRACoL® or FOGRA) across multiple printers.  
G7, a calibration method that removes color cast, is must-have knowledge for anyone in the print business. Similar  
to the G7 Master Printer Qualification, the G7 Crash Course offers complete G7 calibration and operator training,  
but does not include the submission of official qualification paperwork to Idealliance®.

G7 Crash Course
 � Introduction to G7 (all levels)
 � Guidelines for G7 on customer-specific devices
 � Implementation of G7 calibration routines
 � G7 application training
 � RIP workflow setup
 � G7 printer validation

G7 Master Printer Qualification
 � All features of the Remote G7 Crash Course
 � Full Idealliance G7 Master Printer  

qualification submission
 � Listing on Idealliance website as G7 Master Printer
 � Rights to use G7 logos for marketing

Any Device. Any Manufacturer.
Ricoh Professional Color Management Services support any device 
from any manufacturer, including printers, scanners, cameras, 
projectors and monitors. 

Subscription-based.
Services can be delivered according to milestones for a convenient 
payment schedule. 



Remote Color Management Solutions
Whatever your level of color management expertise, Ricoh offers a selection 
of cloud-based and web-enabled Color Management Solutions that can help 
you analyze and optimize your operations to produce stunning output. 
We offer subscription-based services to provide your organization with the 
most flexibility.

CGS Oris Lynx: A cloud-based professional printer profiling solution with advanced gray balance 
features to achieve the most stable output on any printer, from any manufacturer. 
Match printers to printers and to industry specifications. Easy to use, it yields 
high-quality output profiles and strong device links.

CGS Oris Certified: A web-based advanced color quality control system with spot color support. 
Compatible with any printer, it tracks performance, including shift-to-shift variations, 
and can be used to analyze the quality of raw materials, such as ink and paper.

CGS Oris Evaluate: CGS Oris Evaluate is a cloud-based color quality control system that seamlessly receives 
colorimetric measurements from CGS Oris Lynx and CGS Oris Certified. Detailed 
reporting and analysis let you optimize procedures such as calibration schedules and 
profiling routines. 

EFI® ColorGuard™: A cloud-based, streamlined way of monitoring EFI Fiery-enabled sheet-fed printers.  
EFI ColorGuard allows operators to schedule printer verification tasks and includes 
custom notifications based on specified standards.

Color-Logic®: An embellishment system that helps you produce and sell profitable designs with 
your 5th Color Station capabilities. Color-Logic includes an auto-separation plugin for 
Adobe®, royalty-free images, a print operation certification that provides additional 
marketing capacities, ready-to-print swatch book templates and more.

Touch7 Neon™/ECG: A design plug-in that automatically separates neon colors in a layout. Touch7 helps 
designers extract cyan, magenta or yellow content to replace with neon versions for 
more “pop”. 
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